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ABSTRACT

This qualitative case study is an organizational assessment of using current organizational
effectiveness theory ofXYZ Company. It also examines the history of organizational
effectiveness theory and discusses the attributes and characteristics of current day
organizational effectiveness. Organizational effectiveness theories have been tested,
implemented, removed, and re-implemented time and time again. Current day
organizational effectiveness theory approaches techniques with a more holistic
perspective by going beyond producing the most gadgets to producing the most gadgets
in the most efficient, employee and environmentally friendly way. Current day
organizational effectiveness theory considers employee's emotions, concerns, and input;
and relies on employees for creativity and innovation to create competitive market
advantage.
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Chapter I: Introduction
Statement ofthe Problem
During the summer of 2005 the researcher served as an intern for XYZ Company
where he was asked to conduct an organizational assessment. The company was
concerned with how the organization was functioning, specifically, the lack of
communication and collaboration between departments. The executive team of XYZ
Company decided to conduct an organizational assessment to learn the strengths and
areas of needed improvement within the organization.
Purpose ofthe Study
The company's goal was to improve business practices thus enabling the
organization to operate more effectively and efficiently. The objectives of the project
were to: (1) to gain XYZ's employees perspectives in three component areas: culture;
process, decision making and communication; and professional growth opportunities; (2)
to gain insight into XYZ's internal strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats; and
(3) to implement interventions to maintain the strengths and improve the weaknesses that
exist in XYZ Company.
The creation of self-value was an indirect goal that also was trying to be achieved
by the executives at XYZ Company through involving the staff in creation of
interventions to maintain strengths and improve weaknesses, which creates a culture that
is conducive to knowledge sharing and collaboration. Individuals are more likely to feel
valued when they are given the opportunity to offer their input and even more
specifically, when their input is implemented.
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Assumptions ofthe Study
The researcher and executive staff assumed that not all employees would
participate in the study and also that employees who did offer to participate might not be
candid because the interviewer was an intern and did not have an established relationship
and rapport with the staff. Lastly, it was assumed the participants might be less inclined
to offer their true feelings because they were unsure if the interviewer would keep the
data confidential.
Limitations ofthe Study
The participation in the study was completely voluntary, thus, all participants did
not participate. Thirty-four of the 38 employees participated. Being that the researcher
was an intern and new to XYZ Company, the researcher could not conclude the
participants did offer their true concerns because the employees might not have felt
rapport with the researcher. Also, the employees might have been less willing to offer
their true feelings and concerns because the interviews were held on site and were tape
recorded to ensure the researcher would thoroughly summarize all of the interviews.
Definition ofTerms
Organizational Effectiveness: "How effective an organization is in achieving the
outcomes the organization intends to produce" (Wikipedia.com, n.d.).
Culture: "The totality of socially transmitted behavior patterns, arts, beliefs,
institutions, and all other products of human work and thought" (dictionary.com, n.d.).
Organizational Behavior: "Individual and group dynamics in an organizational
setting" (wikipedia.com, n.d.).
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Learning Organization:
Organizations where people continually expand their capacity to create the results
they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured,
where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning
to see the whole together (Senge, 1990, p. 3).
Methodology

The remainder of the paper will consist of a literature review on the attributes and
characteristics of effective organizations and also the history of organizational
effectiveness theory. The paper will discuss the instrumentation that was used to conduct
the study, report the findings, and make recommendations.
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Chapter II: Literature Review
During the summer of 2005 the researcher served as an intern for XYZ Company
where he was asked to conduct an organizational assessment. The company was
concerned with how the organization was functioning, specifically, the lack of
communication and collaboration between departments. The executive team ofXYZ
Company decided to conduct an organizational assessment to learn the strengths and
areas of needed improvement within the organization.
Organizational effectiveness theory has a long history and many ideologies.
Organizational effectiveness theories have evolved, been implemented, unimplemented,
and re-implemented again and again. At the time of evolution with any theory, a theory is
considered the most advanced form of innovation and is expected to streamline processes
and procedures; or in the case of organizational theory, achieve organizational
effectiveness. As with all innovative ideas and new theories, the basis is its precedence.
The twenty-first century has brought a paradigm shift in which organizations are looking
into investing in theories, practices, programs, and core concepts to implement into the
organization to achieve organizational effectiveness (Baker & Branch, 2002).
Organizations are actively seeking new innovation in organizational effectiveness theory.
During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, organizations and
management theories were very simplistic in nature. For example, the theory may have
been solely based on how to mine the most gold in the shortest period of time. The end
goal was to move as many rocks as quickly as possible. The innovation in the theory
could have been utilizing the largest workers, or utilizing a cart that had the innovative
wheel. The core principle was to work as quickly as possible, and not consider employee
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safety. These core principles were developed and implemented into organizations. It was
management's duty to develop an organization in which the core principles were known
by the whole organization.
During the first quarter century of the 1900s, organizations were viewed as
closed, rational systems (Scott, 1987). The closed system focused on internal interactions
where there was organizational order and control. This is dissimilar to what we believe
today, in which there is a large focus on collaboration and creativity; it is almost
democratic. In the closed rational system, individuals were relied on to make rational
decisions to obtain specific goals or tasks. Effectiveness was achieved by setting specific
goals for the workforce, understanding what behaviors produced the best results and
efficiency for those specific goals, enforcing the behaviors that produced efficiency, and
monitoring the work staff to ensure the behaviors are being practiced. Formalized rules
and roles were established and monitored to ensure expectation compliance. It was
opposite of a democracy (Baker & Branch, 2002).
According to Eisenstadt (1968), in the early 1900s, it was believed that
bureaucracy was the most effective and efficient organizational model because there was
structure and allowed for stability in an organization. The organization was hierarchical
and much like in today's organizations, the authority or upper management monitored
and established all the goals. Upper management was also trying to predict internal and
external outcomes. It was believe that organizations could function efficiently and
employees could be considered reliable if roles were defined.
In 1911, Fredrick Taylor published his work in which he described how the
application of the scientific method to management could greatly improve productivity.
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Scientific management theory in itself was quit simplistic. Its basis was to optimize the
way every task was performed and simplified tasks enough so workers could be trained to
perform their specialized task the best way. Taylor's process was to observe
organizational behavior, to learn every part of a given task, analyze the data, and figure
out a way to allow the individual to produce more (Taylor, 1911). It is much like what is
done current day on an assembly line. Individuals who develop assembly lines know
exactly how long it should take to put part A into part B, it is all a routine. Taylor had the
same concept in mind. The system became known as Taylorism.
Simon (1957; 1979) made the first step towards current organizational
effectiveness theory. Unlike Taylorism, Simon felt the role of management was to
simplify employee's tasks and decision-making. He developed systems to support all
employees in making daily routine decisions. This concept was known as administrative
control.
Drucker (1985) referred to management as, "a generic function which faces the
same basic tasks in every country and, essentially, in every society" (p. 17). Many
management and organization theorists (Barnard, 1938; Davis et al., 1992; Dessler 1982;
Drucker, 1985; Stoner, 1978) came to the same conclusion. They felt that all
organizations, specifically management within all organizations, needed the same
attributes to effectively lead. Some of these generic functions that many of them referred
to include, defining a mission and establishing purpose and goals; leading and
motivating; strategizing and planning; structuring, organizing, and designing; controlling
and establishing roles and authorities; setting performance standards and value
expectations; staffing, developing, and managing human resources; budgeting and
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allocating resources; evaluating, learning and improving; and managing external
relations. Many of the above functions are still believed to be important today.
Eventually organizational theorists started to question their beliefs of
organizational effectiveness. Taylorism was no longer viewed as the correct way to
manage employees and create an environment that operated effectively. Theorists felt
there was too much focus on internal control and stability (Merton, 1957; Veblen, 1904).
Perrow (1986) confirmed this argument with the belief that if the task was not complex,
management could use more command and control, however, if the task was highly
complex, it required a different type of management style.
The limits of the rational system continued to be recognized and led to the
emergence of the natural system (Scott, 1987). This model was used heavily during the
1930s through the 1950s. The natural system perspective stressed the need for the
organization to focus on the internal feelings of its employees and stressed the
importance of informal social relationships over formal structures (Likert, 1961; Weick,
1979). Mayo (1945) began the human relations perspective, which was triggered by the
Hawthorne Effect experiments. The experiments found that worker productivity increased
when the workers were given attention, which created self-worth within the workers.
During the 1960s, a new perspective of organizational effectiveness was
established which consisted of an open system perspective and emphasized the
importance of creating organizational relationships with external environments. It was
believed that if an organization gave to an external environment, the organization would
receive something in return from the external environment (Blau & Scott, 1962; Scott,
1987). The perspective looked beyond output, to what is needed to produce the output or
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product/service. Buckley (1967) stated that there are two sets of processes within an open
system, "morphostasis and morphogenesis" (p. 160). Morphostasis was the process that
tried to preserve or maintain the organizations current techniques, processes, and culture.
Morphogenesis was the opposite of morphostasis. It tried to change the system and the
goal was growth, learning, and differentiation.
What differentiates and also allows organizations to get into niche markets,
become more successful, is the way they adapt to external environments. External
environments are always changing with new technology, innovation, and physicality. Just
like when something out of the norm changes in an individual's life and causes stress on
that individual, organizations feel stress when an environment they operate in changes.
Many organizations that were successful through history and are successful today, are
organizations that adapt quickly to the environments they operate in.
As organizational effectiveness theory continued to develop and be discussed, it
became apparent there were contrasting theories. Bums and Stalker (1961) refer to the
two main contrasting organizational forms as the mechanistic, and the organic.
Mechanistic organizations were characterized by large scale, lo-complexity work
activities and did not require innovation and adaptive change. An example of a
mechanistic organizational form would be a company that mows lawn. The task and end
goal has been the same for years upon years and the way to achieve the end goal has
changed every so slightly with new innovation. Organic organizations are characterized
by small-scale, high-complexity work and are better suited to changing environments that
do require adaptation and innovation (Bums & Stalker, 1961). The medical field would
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be an example of an organic organization. The work is very complex and to achieve the
end goal requires great innovation.
As the topic became more and more important and researched, there was an
increased consideration in organizational design. The new thinking was if a company
could align their vision, design an organizational structure that fit their specific industry
and external environments within that specific industry, then the organization could
operate more effectively (Mohrman et aI., 1995).
Much like today, organizational design was not simple to develop. It became
more apparent there were multiple elements that needed consideration such as: structure,
people, process, and rewards. These elements differ greatly from industry to industry and
even in organization's that are competing in the same industries and markets. These
elements are what differentiated organizations and perhaps created competitive
advantages (Galbraith, 1994, 1995; Tushman & Anderson, 1997). Research was
concluding that an organic organization was more effective due to the rapid change in the
economy, which directly lead to increased organization complexity (Burns & Stalker,
1961; Galbraith, 1973, 1994; Hall, 1962).
The new focus on an organic model changed management philosophy from
managing organization functions to leading by being a leader, outlining a vision, and also
looked to engage the internal feelings of employees. It also changed manager's
perspectives to look at the customers and external stakeholders feelings (Hesselbein et aI.,
1996). This eventually led managers to engage in motivational practices, creativity
workshops, and innovation on the part of its employees, customers, and stakeholders; it
looked to try and bring out the creativity of its stakeholders (Deming, 1994; Kotter,
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1996). It was a significant shift because the focus went from managers trying to produce
and implement techniques that lead to the greatest output, to managers listening to
employees, coordinating, and practicing flexibility (Kotter & Heskett, 1992; Peters &
Waterman, 1982). Management became emotional. This was a large step in the right
direction towards organizational effectiveness and to a great extent mirrors much of
current day organizational effectiveness theory.
As more theories were tested and researched, organizational effectiveness theory
continued to develop and be instilled throughout organizations. It also became more
complicated. There was a realization that although all organizations have to address
common functions, different organizations may have different areas they want to develop
and different approaches that need to be used depending on the area the organization
focuses on, and also on the environment the organization was operating in (Baker &
Branch, 2002).
Quinn and Rohrbaugh (1983) found that organization effectiveness was linked
with four common organizational perspectives, the human relations model, the open
systems model, the rational goal model, and the internal process model. The human
relations model was defined as a model that operated with discussion, participation
consensus, teamwork, and employee development. It led to morale, cohesiveness,
commitment and human resource development within an organization. The open system
operated through commitment to experimentation and individual initiative, adaptation,
quickness and insight. The modelled to creativity, maximum output, and growth through
external support. The rational goal model functioned through goal clarification, external
positioning, direction, decisiveness, planning, and achievement of measurable goals. The
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model focused on external positioning, productivity, and goal attainment. The internal
process model operated through information management, communication, standardized
decision-making, formalized and structured. The model created timeliness, stability, and
efficiency (Quinn, 1988; Hall & Quinn, 1983). Each model had its tradeoffs and worked
better in some industries versus other. Organizational effectiveness theory was not a "one
size fits all" concept.
Quinn and Rohrbaugh (1983) used a multivariate analysis and found three
dimensions that drove the different types of organizational effectiveness. The first was
organizational structure, or how the organization was set up and functioned (i.e., how was
power distributed). The second was organizational focus, or was the focus of the
organization internal or external? And the third was the means-ends continuum, or did the
organization focus on outcome objectives, or was the focus on the steps/processes the
organization took to achieve the end goal?
Researchers found that organizations regularly felt tension among organization
effectiveness attributes (Hall & Quinn, 1983; Quinn, 1988; Quinn & Rohbaugh, 1983).
Researchers believed this tension was inevitable because there was always going to be
different areas of focus dependent on the department for high level effectiveness theory,
and job function for employee level effectiveness theory. For example, it is good to have
stability, yet if an organization is not flexible, they could miss out on an opportunity. It is
also effective for an organization to have some control and discipline with their
employees, yet organizations also need to allow freedom and enable employees to grow
internally and perhaps develop creative products and services. There was and still is a
needed balance because of the tradeoffs to each.
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Thompson (1967) theorized that Quinn and Rohrbaugh's (1983) four
organizational perspectives could be lumped into three different organizational levels: (1)
the technical level, the part of the organization responsible for production of a product or
service; (2) the managerial level which had control over product function; and (3) the
institutional level which had the responsibility to bring the product to market, show
potential users that the product could benefit them. It was about creating a meaningful
product. Thompson felt that all theories prior to his could fit in those three organizational
levels. For example, Quinn and Rohrbaugh's rational system would be equivalent to the
technical level because both are about producing a product, obtaining the end goal. He
noted that the open system would most apply to the institutionalleve1 in most
organizations (Thompson, 1967).
With the development of more organizational effectiveness theories, performance
attributes within the different theories continued to be identified as theorists continued to
realize that different performance attributes were important to different organizational
types and also different areas within the same organization. There was a shift in focus to
a more holistic view, how all areas ofthe organization were performing versus only the
production of the product or service. For example, areas within the organization that were
often overlooked such as support services for employees, infrastructure, and
maintenance, began to receive some attention (Hammer & Champy, 1994; Juran, 1988;
Lawler et al., 2001). As organizations continued to become more complex, greater
emphasis was placed on organizational differentiation.
Organizations began to look at the ways to integrate practices in specific areas
such as, how to manage the internal and external information, a new focus on analyzing
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and putting into practice what they were learning, and enterprise knowledge management
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Organizations began to look at how they impacted the
environment, steps they could take to manage their resources, and how they could give
back to the community and at the same time sustain growth (Carroll, 1993; Miles, 1987).
It became apparent the organization and the environment the organization operated in

were always going to change, thus there needed to be more focus on thought put into
innovation, teamwork, change management, and partnerships (Christensen & Overdorf,
2000; Hamel, 1996,2000; Hamel & Prahalad, 1994).
The list of important attributes continued to grow. The emphasis went beyond
developing an organizational effectiveness theory that was tailored to one specific
organization, to developing organizational effectiveness theories for specific departments
or branches. This became prevalent as organizations realized that each department or
branch within an organization had specific goals that other departments or branches
might not be aware of, and therefore there was a need to build theory off these specific
goals (Baker & Branch, 2002). This idea dates back to Lawrence and Lorsch (1967), who
developed the contingency theory that stated different environmental contexts' place
different requirements on organizations and being that all organizations operate in
different environments, there is not one best way to operate. Each organization had to
find the processes and practices that align with their organization's values and
environment. There are three general versions of these models that are currently in
practice in today' s organizations.
The first is the critical attribute model that is practiced by looking at an
organization's most important performance dimensions. The model looks to analyze the
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behaviors within a job and determine which behaviors are most important to perform the
job effectively. From the performance dimensions, attributes are outlined that directly
lead to achieving the performance attributes, and objectives (Baker & Branch, 2002). For
example, if the U.S Department of Education were going to develop their organization
effectiveness theory on the critical attribute model, they would break down their
important performance dimensions. The U.S. Department of Education's mission is to,
"promote student achievement and preparation for global competitiveness by fostering
educational excellence and ensuring equal access" (U.S. Department of Education, n.d.).
There are many moving pieces within an educational system and many important
attributes are needed to obtain the outlined goals, however, arguably, one of the most
important performance dimensions is the teacher. Without teachers in the education
system, none of the goals outlined in the mission statement could be achieved, thus, the
attribute of knowledgeable and competent teachers would be the focus in the education
system when applying the critical attribute model during organizational effectiveness
theory development.
The second is the cause and effect model, which specifies the cause and effect
logic chain for a given organization. When applying the cause and effect model during
organizational effectiveness theory development, one would look at their specific desired
goals and analyze every step in the production process of a given product or service
(Reisman, 1994). For example, ifGM had the goal of reducing green house gasses, they
would simply take a look at their processes and outcomes to see where they could
implement change to reduce green house gasses. There are several different ways they
could go about doing this, but for this example lets assume there are two; (1) become
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innovative and reduce the amount of energy used during the car production process, or
(2) build vehicles that do not produce as much green house gases as the current vehicles.
From there, GM would develop the steps and processes they would use to reduce the
amount of green house gasses they produce either directly or indirectly.
The third is the strategy model in which just as the name of the model, the future
strategy is the focus. Whatever the organization's strategy is and the means of the
strategy is what the organization should focus on. The strategy is how the organization
makes the necessary steps to obtain the end goal (Baker & Branch, 2002). The strategy
theory is a difficult theory to practice because the external environments are not
predictable. The strategy theory is about applying strategies to strategies. For example, if
GM's goal was to sell 100,000 vehicles per quarter, and their main strategy was first to
produce 100,000 vehicles, they would have to apply another strategy to what type of
vehicles they were going to produce. For this they would have to look to the consumer
and utilize any research they had on the market.
As the continued awareness of how an organization and the external environment
in which it operates interact with one another, new organizational effectiveness theories
were developed that were more fluid such as network organizations (Powell et al., 1996)
and virtual organizations (Davidow & Malone, 1992). These organizations paid more
attention to their environments in which they operated. They responded to their
environments and also attempted to influence them as well and were mainly driven by
technological advances (Lucas, 1996).
Organizational effectiveness has made many strides over the years. Overtime it
was realized there were shortcomings to each theory. It began with a generic one-size fits
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all model that was a closed rational system in which there was order and control.
Organization focus was strictly internal in which management was the focus. Eventually
organizational effectiveness made some strides to current day theory. There was
awareness created around employee engagement and organizations began to look at and
somewhat adapt to the external environments in which the organization operated in. The
next stride organizational effectiveness theory made was that organizations focused on
networking, collaboration, and positioning, which is where we currently stand (Powell et
al., 1996).
Although there are common functions throughout all organizations, every
organization needs to stress different approaches and attributes of organizational
effectiveness to be successful in a given industry and environment. This recognition has
lead to new performance functions and strategy plans within organizations.
All organizations have goals they are trying to achieve. The theory organizations
chose to implement to achieve their goals is the differentiating element. The modem
paradigm in business operations is to implement practices that evolved around one of the
many theories. Regardless of the substantial amount of theories in existence, there are
some similarities between all and need to be carefully chosen by the organization to
obtain organizational effectiveness.

Attributes ofPresent Day Organizational Effectiveness
Organizational effectiveness is defined in many different ways depending on the
organizations goals and objectives in today's market and also is dependent on the
industry. In today's market, organizational effectiveness is dependent on seven to ten
attributes/characteristics, dependent on the theorist.
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David C. Hardesty Jr., West Virginia University President, has experience in
government, the private sector, and public higher education and had the privilege to work
with leaders in almost every sector. Hardesty (2003) says there are ten characteristics that
highly effective organizations exhibit. They are, "clarity of the organizations mission, the
power of leadership vision, adherence to shared values throughout the organization,
cohesive, balanced team of leaders, clear and measurable goals and objectives,
mechanisms for external feedback and input, a desire to learn continuously, pursuit of
excellence, competent planning and decision-making processes, periodic celebrations of
nobility of the work and collective accomplishments" (p. 1-3).
Fitz-Enz (1997) concluded there are eight practices of highly effective
organizations. They entail balanced values, commitment, culture, communication,
partnering, collaboration, innovation and risk, and competitive passion.
Stating what an organization is supposed to look like and how it should function
is easy. The hard part is how to get there and practicing the characteristics of an effective
organization. Most organizations know the success of an organization is dependent on the
people in place that produce the product or service. It starts with the leadership who tries
to instill values throughout the organization.
A profound and well-known theorist of effective organizations, Dr. Stephen R.
Covey, author of The Seven Habits ofHighly Effective People, concludes the following as
the most important attributes of effective people and organizations (Covey, 1989).
The first of Coveys seven habits is "be proactive" (Covey, 1989, p. 65). He states
that being proactive means, "more than merely taking initiative. Our behavior is a
function of our decisions, not our conditions. We can subordinate feelings to values. We
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have the initiative and the responsibility to make things happen" (Covey, 1989, p. 71).
Covey (1989) states that, "Individuals who are proactive turn reactive thinking such as
'There's nothing I can do' and 'that's just the way I am,' to proactive thinking such as
'let's look at our alternatives,' and 'I can choose a different approach' (p. 78). Individuals
who practice a proactive lifestyle are driven by 'be's' versus 'have's" (p. 89). Some of
Covey's examples are using an ideology that is driven by changing internally, allowing
yourself to take full responsibility and ownership of situations. In our culture the first
reaction when a mistake is identified is to point fingers. It goes beyond external changes
or not pointing fingers, but changing who you are internally, becoming a better
individual. Covey uses an example of two different types of employees who both do not
like their jobs. Employee one is the outspoken negative type personality whereas
employee two is not as negatively outspoken. In most cases Covey says that employee
two is perceived as better employee than employee one only because he/she is not as
negative (Covey, 1989). Effective organizations are comprised of individuals who are
positive about all situations and challenges.
Covey says that most challenges individuals run into fall into three areas: (1) they
have direct control oftheir own actions; (2) indirect control over the behavior of others;
or (3) no control over what has already happened to them. Covey (1989) labels the things
that we have direct control over as the "circle of influence" (p. 86) and the things that we
have indirect control over as the "circle of concern" (p. 81). People who practice
proactive behavior focus on what they can control or the things that are in the circle of
influence and people who are reactive and tend to be less productive spend all of their
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time focusing on the things that are in the circle of concern, things that they cannot do
anything about (Covey, 1989).
Covey (1989) states:
The proactive approach to a mistake is to acknowledge it instantly, correct it and
learn from it. But not to acknowledge a mistake, not to correct it and learn from it,
is a mistake of different order. It usually puts a person on a self-deceiving, self
justifying path often involving rational lies to self and others. (p. 91)
Typically organizations that have these types of individuals are not as successful and
sometimes fall apart. Highly effective organizations realize when they make a mistake,
publicly announce the mistake to all who are affected by the mistake, and learn from the
mistake (Covey, 1989).
Covey's (1989) second habit is "beginning with the end in mind" (p. 97), based
on the principle that, "all things are created twice" (p. 99). Successful and effective
organizations establish goals, objectives, five and ten year plans, milestones, develop
mission plans, etc. It is about mapping out the future, outlining each process within each
task. This could be as simple as moving a rock from point A to point B to building a
skyscraper. Businesses that tend to fail are operations that forget about important
processes and stages. Beginning with the end in mind means planning all ofthe steps and
establishing goals along the way to ensure the end can be reached (Covey, 1989). For
example, effective organizations might ask questions such as: Where do we want the
organization to be in five years? What types of programs will we be implementing to
achieve our goals? How many people will we serve? What are the major milestones in
those five years that will lead us to our vision? Who will make it happen?
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Covey says that mission statements are vital to whether or not an organization is
successful and the creation of it should be a cooperative effort by all stakeholders. When
all stakeholders are asked to participate, there is a self worth feeling among the
employees, and most stakeholders will take more ownership in their work being they feel
a part of the organization. This process will also wean out the individuals that do not have
the same goals ofthe organization. When the employees' and company's values clash,
there are higher turnover rates. Effective organizations hire individuals who have the
same values and passions that the organization itself has (Covey, 1989).
Covey says there is a difference between leadership and management.
"Management is bottom line focus: How can I best accomplish certain things; and
leadership deals with top line: What are the things I want to accomplish" (Covey, 1989,
p. 101)? In order to be an effective organization, the organization needs to not only exert
effort, but exert effort in the right areas (Covey, 1989).
The third habit is "put first things first" (Covey, 1989, p. 145). Covey stated,
"leadership decides what 'first things' are, it is management that puts them first, day by
day, moment by moment. Management is discipline, carrying it out" (Covey, 1989, p.
148). Effective organizations have mangers whose disciplines align with the values,
goals, and objectives of the organization. The most productive and successful individuals
are people who can prioritize, organize, and carry out the prioritization. Successful
individuals go beyond prioritizing their morning, or day, to long-term prioritization.
Successful organizations look beyond today to tomorrow and then to next year (Covey,
1989).
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People who are unable to prioritize get very stressed out because they are always
trying to catch up on past work. In effective organizations, management helps prioritize,
guides, and helps re-align when the organization is veering off the path (Covey, 1989).
Covey designed a matrix that helps organizations determine its priorities by breaking
activities down into four quadrants with the various activities that occur in each.
Quadrant I has to deal with urgent tasks that are important such as crises, deadline-driven
projects, and pressing problems. Quadrant II is non-urgent but important tasks such as
relationship building, preparation and prevention, value clarification, and planning and
recognizing opportunities. Quadrant III is urgent but not important tasks such as phone
calls and mail. Lastly, quadrant IV is non-urgent and not important tasks such as
busywork, irrelevant mail, and trivia (Covey, 1989).
Covey (1989) states that, "urgent matters are usually visible. They press on us;
they insist on action. They're usually right in front of us. And often they are pleasant,
easy, and fun to do. But so often are unimportant" (p. 151); where as importance, "has to
do with results .. .it contributes to your mission, your values, your high priority goals" (p.
151). In quadrant I immediate attention is required and issues that fall into this quadrant
are typically labeled as crises or problems. Quadrant I consumes many organizations.
Many organizations fall into Quadrant I because they run around all day trying to catch
up, trying to wait till the absolute latest deadline to complete projects. When
organizations are in quadrant I, it is hard to remember what their goals are because they
are not thinking ahead, thus no growth is occurring (Covey, 1989).
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The next worst quadrant to be stuck in is Quadrant III where people think a matter
is urgent when it is not. Sometimes organizations are stuck in Quadrant III because
management established the wrong priorities (Covey, 1989).
Effective organizations are able to stay out of Quadrants III and IV and into
Quadrant II, which is the core of effective organizations. Quadrant II is practicing
proactive behavior, preventative maintenance, all of the things organizations and
individuals know they should engage in, but seldom do because they are not urgent issues
(Covey, 1989). In many organizations, preventative maintenance is often not thought
about until it is too late, until a problem occurs.
Effective organizations are comprised of individuals who establish roles, plans,
and goals, and are able to wear multiple hats. All specific units and segments of the
organization know their role within the organization, know their personal goals and the
organizations goals, know the short-term and long-term plans of the organization, have
the ability to schedule accordingly, and last but not least, have the ability to use other
units in delegating tasks allowing efficient engagement throughout the organization
(Covey, 1989). Covey (1989) states that, "effectively delegating to others is perhaps the
single most powerful high-leverage activity there is" (p. 171) he adds, " ... the key to
effective management is delegation" (p. 172).
The last aspect of Covey's third habit is how management delegates. Effective
management delegates by informing the employee of the task, but allows the employee to
make the decision on how to accomplish the task. This is a positive exercise for both the
manager and employee. It gives the employee some responsibility, allows them to
develop creativity, and once the task is completed, the employee has some self-worth
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because they achieved something. The manager in turn can see what the employee has to
offer and also provided coaching a long the way (Covey, 1989).
Covey's (1989), fourth habit is, "think win/win" (p. 204) which means,
"agreements or solutions are mutually beneficial, mutually satisfying" (p. 207). Covey's
fourth habit is the direct opposite of survival of the fittest (Darwin, 1869); it is non
competitive. "Win/win is based on the paradigm that there is plenty for everybody, that
one person's success is not achieved at the expense or exclusion of the success of others"
(Covey, 1989, p. 207). Non-effective leadership operates under a win/lose mentality, an
authoritarian approach (Covey, 1989). If an organization is able to operate under the
win/win theory, they are more likely to have success. An example that illustrates the
difference between win/win and win/lose organizations is, a win/win organization
produces a product or service that is functional to the customer or beneficial to the
customer. In this case both the organization and the customer benefit. The customer
obviously benefits because the product or service is beneficial and the organization
benefits because it is likely that the customer is going to continue to purchase that
particular product or service in the future because it was beneficial. A win/lose
organization produces a product or service that is not beneficial to the customer. In this
case, the organization benefits in the short-term because they produced revenue, however
the customer received no benefits from the product or service. Organizations who try to
operate within a win/lose ideology will eventually run out of customers because there
will be no trust. If they operate under a lose/win business model, they will eventually go
financially broke. Therefore, the only way to be truly successful is to operate in a
win/win business model in which the organization and customer benefits (Covey, 1989).
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For an organization to operate as win/win they need to be truthful to their
employees and clients (Covey, 1989). The more trust that is gained by employees and
clients, the more successful an organization will become. Employees will likely go the
extra mile for the organization and clients will likely always use the organization in
which they trust or perceive as credible when there is a need for a product or service.
An organization can gain trust from their employees by consistently seeking

feedback from employees. This shows employees that their opinions, concerns,
innovative ideas, values, etc., are all valued by the organization. The same can be applied
to current and prospective customers (Covey, 1989).
To operate as a win/win organization, it goes beyond transactional leadership to
transformational leadership (Covey, 1989). Transactional leaders, guide their employees
by offering direction based on the goals of the organization and help clarify tasks when
clarification is needed. Transformational leaders go farther by trying to inspire their
employees to develop meaning in each task and awareness of how each piece is a part of
a whole mission, all through charisma (Bums, 1978; Robbins, 2003). Transformational
leaders use more than general guidance, they inspire their followers to be the best they
can be.
Covey (1989) also states that in order to practice win/win, an organization needs
to establish "agreements" (p. 223). Agreements are ways in which an organization can
effectively establish and create expectations with employees, clients, and prospective
clients. There is a mutual understanding of the desired results, guidelines, resources,
accountability, and consequences (Covey, 1989). Without them, it would be similar to a
child growing up and learning how to function in the world. They eat and touch
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everything because they do not know the consequences of their actions. Common sense
can figure out a lot of agreements that exist in organizations, but it is the complex
agreements that need to be spelled out with all parties involved and if are done
accordingly, will usually create a competitive advantage.
Lastly, an organization that operates as a win/win organization will align their
rewards with their values and goals (Covey, 1989). If rewards are not aligned with an
organizations vision and values, an organization will reinforce bad behavior and will not
last. In this case, it turns into a lose/lose organization because the employee is going to
practice bad habits and eventually become less productive and the organization will lose
track of their vision, and most likely lose market share and have to spend time and
resources incorporating internal change that will likely impact the customer (Covey,
1989).
Covey's (1989) fifth habit in creating effective organizations is "seek first to
understand, then to be understood" (p. 235). Covey says to truly understand, one must
engage in "empathic listening" (Covey, 1989, p. 240). Too often as listeners we try to
guess what the individual speaking is going to say next, basically we make assumptions
and allow our own mind develop the story that is being spoken by another individual.
Empathic listening on the other hand gets inside another's frame of reference (Covey,
1989). Empathic listening goes back to Rogerian theory in which one of the most
important aspects of the theory is as a therapist you engage in unconditional positive
regard. This means the listener, or in this case, the therapist allows himself or herself to
forget all past memories and experiences so there is no judgment allowing the therapist to
fully understand what a person is saying and feeling. When an individual has the ability
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to do engage in this type of behavior, there is a level of trust that is naturally formed
between the deliverer and listener (Rogers, 1946).
How does this relate to effective organizations? To become fully aware of a
problems and concerns employees and consumers have, you must first seek to understand
what the true problem or concern is and accurately assess it. In order to fully understand,
you must be able to listen. If an organizations jumps to conclusions prior to fully
understanding, there will be an escalation of problems. It also promotes better
communication, leading to successful problem solving. All of which is present in
effective organizations (Covey, 1989).
Covey's (1989) sixth habit that effective organizations practice is "synergize" (p.
261) which Covey defines as, "the whole is greater than the sum of its parts" (p. 262
263). The belief is that mutua11eaming will occur; both parties involved will benefit and
grow from this process. Synergy exists in natural occurrences such as two plants growing
next to each other; eventually their roots will join and grow together which will enhance
the lives of both plants (Covey, 1989).
It is difficult to apply synergy to organizations because it requires opening up to

new ideas and looking at things from a different perspective; it values differences
(Covey, 1989). Many organizations practice just the opposite because they dislike change
and differences. So often before an employee can finish a sentence in regards to a new
idea, the individuals who are present have already decided in their mind that the idea is
not good. Another factor that comes into play and does not allow synergy is that people
are afraid of failure, they are afraid of their idea being declined.
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Effective organizations create an environment in which synergistic behavior is
dominating; one in which new insights are created and valued, resistant forces are
changed into driving forces, and diversity is looked at positively. Organizations look
beyond current practice and procedures to the future and potentially innovative ideas.
When this culture becomes instilled in an organization, innovation comes easier (Covey,
1989).
The final habit that Covey (1989) says is needed to be an effective organization is
"sharpen the saw" (p. 287) which refers to, "renewing the four dimensions of your nature:
physical, spiritual, mental, and social/emotional" (p. 288).
The physical dimension in an effective organization consists of having the right
resources available for the employees, hiring the right individuals, developing and
providing proper reward systems, prepping employees on future projects and past
learnings from previous projects. The attributes of the physical dimension are endurance,
flexibility, and strength. Effective organizations have the endurance to finish difficult
projects; agility to tweak their plan of action when an uncontrollable event or change in
project objectives occurs; and strength to learn from negative experiences (Covey, 1989).
The spiritual dimension provides leadership for the physical dimension. Effective
organizations have leaders in place that can create an environment that is conducive to all
of the positive physical dimensions. The spiritual dimension is the organizations value
system (Covey, 1989).
The mental dimension enables effective organizations to decipher between
activities that will be beneficial or create opportunities and activities that are negative and
be non-beneficial. For example, effective organizations value professional and personal
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growth and therefore encourage their employees to engage in these types of activities.
Another example would be developing an organizational plan, one that outlines the
organizational goals and how they plan on achieving the goals (Covey, 1989).
The social/emotional dimension focuses on interpersonal leadership, empathic
communication, and creative cooperation. Effective organizations are employee centered
versus customer centered; they ensure their processes and practices that are in place are
functioning properly prior to the product or service they are selling (Covey, 1989).
All four dimensions need to be focused on and aligned regularly; if they are,
continuous learning will occur and a culture that is conducive to business improvement
will exist (Covey, 1989).
How do these general themes play out? The values, goals, mission, and culture of
an organization is the foundation for everything a company attempts to do. Organizations
that are able to apply these habits grow and develop continuously because they create a
culture that is conducive to improvement, one that is open to change, which will
eventually create competitive advantage.
Edward Deming, a renowned organizational effectiveness theorist, discussed 14
points that management needs to practice to operate as an effective organization.
Deming's 14 points are:
(1) Create constancy of purpose toward improvement of product and service, with

the aim to become competitive and to stay in business, and to provide jobs; (2)
Adopt the new philosophy. We are in a new economic age. Western management
must awaken to the challenge, must learn their responsibilities, and take on
leadership for change; (3) Cease dependence on inspection to achieve quality.
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Eliminate the need for inspection on a mass basis by building quality into the
product in the first place; (4) End the practice of awarding business on the basis of
price tag. Instead, minimize total cost. Move toward a single supplier for anyone
item, on a long-term relationship of loyalty and trust; (5) Improve constantly and
forever the system of production and service, to improve quality and productivity,
and thus constantly decrease costs; (6) Institute training on the job; (7) Institute
leadership. The aim of supervision should be to help people and machines and
gadgets to do a better job. Supervision of management is in need of overhaul, as
well as supervision of production workers; (8) Drive out fear, so that everyone
may work effectively for the company; (9) Break down barriers between
departments. People in research, design, sales, and production must work as a
team, to foresee problems of production and in use that may be encountered with
the product or service; (10) Eliminate slogans, exhortations, and targets for the
work force asking for zero defects and new levels of productivity. Such
exhortations only create adversarial relationships, as the bulk of the causes oflow
quality and low productivity belong to the system and thus lie beyond the power
of the work force; 0 (11) Eliminate work standards (quotas) on the factory floor.
Substitute leadership and eliminate management by objective. Eliminate
management by numbers, numerical goals. Substitute leadership; (12) Remove
barriers that rob the hourly worker of his right to pride of workmanship. The
responsibility of supervisors must be changed from sheer numbers to quality.
Remove barriers that rob people in management and in engineering oftheir right
to pride of workmanship. This means, inter alia, abolishment of the annual or
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merit rating and of management by objective; (13) Institute a vigorous program of
education and self-improvement; (14) Put everybody in the company to work to
accomplish the transformation. The transformation is everybody's job. (The
Edwards Deming Institute, n.d.)
Deming's 14 points are being practiced today throughout many organizations and
in many ways overlap with Covey's eight habits of highly effective people. He discusses
continuous improvement or striving to be the best; practicing proactive behaviors and
having the ability to be flexible which allows the organization to adjust to the changing
environments; working as a complete team to achieve the goal, not individual units.
There are a few characteristics that Deming discusses that Covey does not, discussion
around product cost and development; and workers wages.
Peter Senge, author of The Fifth Discipline, discusses effective organizations
which he labels as, "learning organizations" (Senge, 1990, p. 3). Senge (1990) states that
learning organizations are:
Organizations where people continually expand their capacity to create the results
they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns ofthinking are nurtured,
where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning
to see the whole together. (p. 3)
For an individual to practice real learning one must find what they truly desire and
what they believe in their heart. This is true in organizations as well. For real learning to
occur in organizations, the organization as a whole and the individual units of the
organization need to understand their purpose and mission they are trying to achieve,
before they can engage in learning (Senge, 1990).
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Senge (1990) identified five dimensions that distinguish a leaming organization
from a traditional organization; which are: (1) systems thinking, (2) personal mastery, (3)
mental models, (4) building shared vision, and (5) team leaming.
Systems thinking is about looking at all of the units, processes, techniques, and
branches within an organization and viewing them as a whole instead of individually. It is
necessary for learning organizations to think about how a decision will impact the future.
Many times the complete consequence of a decision is not seen because it is a long-term
consequence. Learning organizations look beyond the quick fix to a resolution that works
both short-term and long-term. Leaming organizations have constant feedback systems in
place to continually check the progression or regression of the decision (Senge, 1990).
Senge's (1990) second discipline, personal mastery, is defined as the following:
People with a high level of personal mastery live in a continual leaming mode.
They never 'arrive'. Sometimes, language such as the term 'personal mastery'
creates a misleading sense of definiteness, of black and white. But personal
mastery is not something you possess. It is a process. It is a lifelong discipline.
People with a high level of personal mastery are acutely aware of their ignorance,
their incompetence, their growth areas. And they are deeply self-confident. (p.
142)
Personal mastery is not about competence and skills; it is about the vision the
organization has and recognizing where the organization has a weakness and being
truthful to those weaknesses (Senge, 1990).
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Senge (1990) third discipline is mental models, which refers to looking at the
assumptions that a given organization has and to realize how these assumptions impact
behavior or performance. Specifically:
The discipline of mental models starts with turning the mirror inward; learning to
unearth our internal pictures of the world, to bring them to the surface and hold
them rigorously to scrutiny. It also includes the ability to carryon 'learningful'
conversations that balance inquiry and advocacy, where people expose their own
thinking effectively and make that thinking open to the influence of others.
(Senge, 1990,p.9)
So often organizations try to implement a new process or go after a new market
that initially might be unsuccessful. The unsuccessful attempt is often remembered and
carried over through generations of the company without the process or attempt being
fully analyzed to conclude that it was a weak process or market.
Senge's (1990) fourth discipline, building shared vision, is defined as, "the
capacity to hold a shared picture of the future we seek to create" (p. 9). This discipline
creates the ability for an organization to become innovative. Senge (1990) goes on by
stating:
When there is a genuine vision people excel and learn, not because they are told
to, but because they want to. But many leaders have personal visions that never
get translated into shared visions that galvanize an organization. What has been
lacking is a discipline for translating vision into shared vision. (p. 9)
A lot of leaders have a great vision for the organization, however, they need to
inform and provide the employees within the organization the values that lead to the
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vision. Effective organizations do not force visions on employees, instead, they provide a
set of values and goals that allow the employees to discover the vision and find meaning
in the vision on their own (Senge, 1990).
The fifth and final dimension of learning organizations is team learning, which is
viewed as, "the process of aligning and developing the capacities of a team to create the
results its members truly desire" (Senge, 1990, p. 236). If the organization does not
operate as a team, they will struggle to succeed in their endeavors. When an organization
operates as a team they openly discuss and scrutinize assumptions and "discover results
and insights not attainable individually" (Senge, 1990, p. 10). Effective organizations do
not contain individuals that focus on themselves individually, instead they work for what
the entire organization is trying to achieve.
James Collins and Jerry Porras (1994), discuss visionary companies which they
define as,
premier institutions, the crown jewels in their industries, widely admired by their
peers and having a wide track record of making significant impact on the world
around them. Visionary companies prosper over long periods time, through
multiple product life cycles and multiple generations of active leaders. (p. 1-2)
The first key to a visionary company is building a company that can exist beyond
one leader, one that can continue to develop through multiple life cycles and exists
forever because of the organizational traits that are instilled within. This is done by
creating an effective culture within the organization, not by focusing on the product that
is needed at the time by the customer. Once a company is able to establish this culture
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and processes around the culture, they have the ability to continually evolve and change
(Collins & Porras, 1994).
ColIins and Porras point out that visionary companies have core values that are
known by all employees. The most prevalent core ideologies the authors found in
visionary companies were contribution, integrity, respect for the individual employee,
service to the customer, and being creative and innovative (CoIlins & Porras, 1994).
Core ideologies are derived from core values. Core values are defined as the
organizations general guiding principles and purpose. They go beyond the processes and
procedures to become profitable to developing a culture that has a valuable purpose. The
authors found that visionary companies instill and ensure their culture is practiced by all
employees, select senior management by ensuring they align with the organization's core
ideologies, and align goals, strategy and organizational design around the organizations
core ideologies (Collins & Porras, 1994).
Another characteristic that is prevalent in an effective organization is proactive
behavior. The more an organization is able to stay ahead of change and predict change,
the more effective they will become. The authors say that a core ideology might as well
as be thrown out the door if the company does not have the ability to change and evolve.
Proactive behavior comes from being self-critical and constantly researching and
assessing the organizations internal processes as well as the external environment. If an
organization does not engage in constant research, they will eventually fall behind the
competition (CoIlins & Porras, 1994).
The next characteristic of effective organizations is their capability to set effective
goals. The authors refer to these goals as, "big hairy audacious goals" (Collins & Porras,
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1994, p. 93). Effective organization organizations go beyond setting regular goals to
setting goals that are extremely challenging and risky. These types of goals continually
push all individuals within the organization to challenge ideas and when ideas are
challenged, typically innovation occurs. If an organization can create a culture that is
conducive to challenging ideas, processes, practices, and rewards for innovative thinking,
the organization will achieve competitive advantage. Effective organizations are not
scared to fail because they look at failure as a positive learning experience. Without
failure, there is no progress. They have managers who encourage instead of criticize
individuals with new ideas; they accept mistakes. The most effective strategies and
behaviors stay in place; less effective strategies and behaviors die off (Collins & Porras,
1994).
Collins and Porras (1994) found that visionary companies have a unique culture in
which all employees are on the same page, they see and know how they fit into the larger
picture, that is, the vision and mission of the organization. It is unique because everyone
believes in what they are accomplishing and what the organization itself is
accomplishing. Visionary company's reinforce this type of culture by offering training
programs that teach norms, values, history, and tradition; they promote on the job
socialization; promote from within; create incentive and advancement processes that
align with corporate ideology, and establish recognition programs (Collins & Porras,
1994).
Lastly, Collins and Porras (1994) say that effective organizations never settle for
being good, they constantly seek to be better than what they are. This means they do not
sit back and wait for someone else to be the innovator; they rely on themselves to
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innovate (Collins & Porras, 1994). Organizations need to consistently exert extra effort to
get to the top, and then stay on the top. Effective organizations know they must stay
ahead of the change by pushing the parameters of normal to create an environment that is
conducive to change and innovative thinking. Visionary company's consistently improve,
develop, and most importantly, keep the future in mind (Collin & Porras, 1994).
Ken Wright, an organizational effectiveness consultant, combined previous
research from Covey, Senge, and Deming to develop his own definition and way to
measure organizational effectiveness. Wright (1997) calls it "organizational wellness" (p.
5) and defines it as an, "organization that is well as one which is self-renewing and
continuously improving, a true collaborative community of learners" (p. 5).
Organizational effectiveness is developed through culture, processes, and professional
growth. The culture of the organization defines the context of information, processes,
people, values, beliefs, and techniques. The culture is how things get accomplished,
recognized, discussed, changed, put into place; it defines how the organization operates,
reacts, and implements new ideas or change. The processes of an organization are
independent and interdependent. They can operate solely without one another, however,
each process within an organization make up the entirety of the organization. Therefore,
if one of the processes breaks down, it is likely it will effect the entire organization.
Process, decision-making, and communication are the main processes that need to be
flawlessly operating for an organization to have effective processes. Professional growth
is related to the opportunities that exist in an organization for employees to grow.
Effective organizations continuously offer their employees professional growth
opportunities. Maturation is instilled and expected in effective organizations.
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Organizations that can excel in these three areas will become an effective organization
(Wright, 1997).
Wright (1997) created an organizational wellness matrix in which organizations
can be categorized as phase I, phase II, or phase III in each of the three elements of:
culture, processes, and professional growth (appendix B). A phase I organization displays
characteristics such as hidden conflict, autocratically managed, and little innovation. A
phase II organization could be described as an organization in which there is a lot of
emotion, questioning of processes and strategy, and challenging of the systems. A phase
III organization has a culture that asks tough questions and is not afraid to go against the
norms; is team based where knowledge sharing exists and individuals are not afraid to
take risks (Wright, 1997).
For organizational wellness to become instilled in an organization, the
organization needs to progress toward phase III in all three elements: culture, processes,
and professional growth, simultaneously. The progression needs to occur simultaneously
otherwise frustration and confusion will exist within the organization and create barriers
for improvement progression (Wright, 1997). Once an organization is able to operate in
phase III, continued improvement and practice is imperative, otherwise the success of the
growth will diminish quickly.

In conclusion, there are many theories about how to move an organization from
mediocre to best in class, or practice organizational effectiveness, but there is
commonality within all ofthem. For an organization to succeed and become effective,
they need to have a plan in place. That plan has to be communicated throughout the
organization. People need to be in place to carry out the tasks that work toward the end
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goal, but more importantly, people must have the proper tools and resources to carry their
job out. Management has to be present to lead and motivate, create a culture that is
conducive to knowledge sharing, manage feedback systems that inform the stakeholders
of performance and work through the hard times to keep everyone on the same page. It is
imperative for the feedback systems to go beyond the typical, "our revenue has increased
by X percentage, good work." The feedback systems need to be specific and adjusted
accordingly by department, job type, and even sometimes to personality type. Once
feedback systems have been established, reward systems need to be developed around the
organizations vision and goals. The reward system that is chosen will directly impact the
future of the organization and must align with the organization's vision and values. Being
the world is at constant flux, the organization has to be flexible and adapt to the
uncontrollable. Since change is cyclical it takes continuous research, strategy tweaking
and realignment to stay on top.
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Chapter III: Methodology
During the summer of 2005 the researcher served as an intern for XYZ Company
where he was asked to conduct an organizational assessment. The company was
concerned with how the organization was functioning. The executive team ofXYZ
Company decided to conduct an organizational assessment to learn the strengths and
areas of needed improvement within the organization. The researcher used a non
structured open-ended interview technique to collect the results.

Subject Selection
There were a total of 38 employees within the company. All 38 employees were
asked to participate in the research during a company wide meeting by the researcher.
During the same company wide meeting, the CEO ofXYZ Company also extended the
invitation and informed the employees that it was completely voluntary and there would
be no consequences for not participating.
The researcher extended invitations to all employees via email. Each employee
had the opportunity to participate and select a time that aligned with his or her schedule.
There was one email invitation sent to each employee asking him or her to participate. If
the employee did not respond to the email, the researcher assumed the employee did not
want to participate in the study. Scheduling of interviews was a first come first serve
basis over a three-week period.

Subject Selection and Description
Thirty-four of the 38 employees participated in the research. When the research
was collected, the company was segmented into 10 units consisting of account managers,
accounting department, administrative department, customer service department, data
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services, developers, marketing/graphic's department, operations department, sales team,
and the executive team.
Demographics
There were 34 females and 14 males in the total population. One hundred percent
or 24 females participated in the study. Seventy-one percent, or 10 of the 14 males
participated in the research. The specific demographics of each department are illustrated
below.
Account managers.
There were two males and three females within the account managers, all of
which participated in the research.
Accounting department.
There was one female in the accounting department, she participated in the study.
Administrative department.
The administrative department consisted of two females, both of which
participated in the study.
Customer service department.
The customer service department consisted of four females, all of which
participated in the research.
Data services.
The data services department consisted of four individuals, three males and one
female. Two males and one female participated in the study; one male did not
partie ipate.
Developers.
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The developers department consisted of seven individuals, six males and one
female. Four males and one female participated in the research; two males did not
participate.
Marketing/Graphic's department.
The marketing/graphic's department consisted of one male and two females all of
which participated in the research.
Operations department.
The operations department consisted of two females, both of which participated in
the research.
Sales team.
The sales team consisted of one male and five females, all of which participated
in the research.
Executive team.
The executive team consisted of one male and four females. Four females
participated, one male did not participate in the research.
Instrumentation
The researcher and the pre-developed interview questions (appendix A) were the
instrumentation devices that were used in the study. Based on the work of Covey,
Deming, Senge, and other researchers that played an integral role in the development of
organizational effectiveness, Ken Wright (1997) developed an interview questionnaire
that measured: culture; processes, decision-making, and communication practices; and
professional growth opportunities. The researcher utilized this pre-developed interview
questionnaire that placed organizations in a three-phase continuum (appendix B).
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Data Collection Procedures
A one on one meeting was set up with each participant. The meetings were held
on-site in a sound proof room. The researcher began the interview by informing the
participant that their participation was completely voluntary and at anytime they could
stop the interview. The researcher asked questions from the pre-developed interview
questionnaire and allowed the participants to respond. The researcher collected the data
through two methods, a pen and a note pad and a tape recorder. Prior to the start of the
interview, the researcher received consent from each participant to record and also take
notes of the interview. Once the interview was completed, the researcher listened to the
tape of the interview and summarized the interview. All tapes were destroyed after the
researcher reviewed them.
Data Analysis
A qualitative analysis method was used from the interviews to analyze the data.
The method entails presenting analytical narratives that summarize the interviews and
illustrate the conclusions. The researcher summarized the interviews and created themes
from the interviews. Themes were only reported if three or more individuals stated them.
This was done to ensure the anonymity of the respondents. There was no statistical
analysis used. Wright's (1997) organizational wellness matrix (appendix B) determined
how the themes were categorized on the three-phase continuum.
Limitations
The participation in the study was completely voluntary, thus all participants did
not participate. Thirty-four of the 38 employees participated. Being that the researcher
was an intern and new to XYZ Company, the researcher could not conclude that the
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participants offered their true concerns because the employees might not have felt rapport
with the researcher. Also, the employees might have been less inclined to offer their true
feelings and concerns because the interviews were held on site and were tape recorded to
ensure the researcher would thoroughly summarize all of the interviews.
Being the study was conducted during the researcher's internship at XYZ
Company, the researcher had a difficult time receiving approval from the Institutional
Review Board to use the data for his Plan B paper in accordance to fulfill his degree
requirements. The researcher and his advisor were required to stand in front of the
University of Wisconsin Stout's Institutional Review Board to state why the research
should be acceptable to use for the researchers Plan B paper and also prove the case that
the researcher ethically and confidentially conducted the study, and carried out
anonymity for the safety and trustworthiness ofthe employees ofXYZ Company. U.W.
Stout's Institutional Review Board approved the research on February 24, 2006.
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Chapter IV: Results
During the summer of 2005 the researcher served as an intern for XYZ Company
where he was asked to conduct an organizational assessment. The company was
concerned with how the organization was functioning. The executive team of XYZ
Company decided to conduct an organizational assessment to learn the strengths and
areas of needed improvement within the organization.
The researcher used a non-structured open-ended interview technique to collect
the data. Thirty-four of the 38 employees participated.
Overall, XYZ company had many strengths where positive practices and
processes were in place, however, there were some areas of improvement that were
prevalent in the organization in all three measures of: culture; process, decision-making
and communication; and professional growth opportunities. The results will be displayed
using Wright's (1997) organizational wellness methodology of phase I, phase II, and
phase III.
Culture
The culture metric was measured by asking the participants the following
questions:
"What do you look forward to each day when you corne to work?"
"What are you most proud of about this organization?"
"How are things celebrated around here?"
"How do you have fun at work?"
"What causes stress?"
"Describe a real crisis."
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XYZ's culture had many positives, and also some areas for improvement. The
results of the data collected are as follows.

Phase 1.
•

Successes and failures are not always felt by whole organization (e.g.
recognition is not given to all who helped achieve the success/failures are
blamed on individual who last touched project).

•

Employees have an uncertainty about future.

•

Employees feel management is secretive with some issues.

•

Tight, unrealistic deadlines.

•

Quality is sometimes sacrificed for quantity.

•

No accountability/consequences for missing deadlines, employees do not
always follow processes.

•

Fire drill mentality.

•

Some lack of respect between departments (i.e., procrastination with one
particular step in a project, thus reducing the amount of time the next step
has to be completed).

Phase ll.
•

Birthdays are celebrated, but not for all.

•

Employees have to wear many different hats.

•

Organization has goals, objectives, and vision in place, however, all
employees don't know what they consist of.

Phase 111.
•

Employees enjoy interactions with co-workers.
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•

Fast paced environment, yet allows some joking around between employees.

•

Employees take pride in work.

•

Employees enjoy the daily challenge the job brings.

•

Camaraderie among staff.

•

Lots of autonomy when completing work.

•

Flexibility in schedule.

•

Small community like atmosphere.

•

Never boring and dynamic.

•

Lots of celebrations (i.e., new client celebrations, holidays, cookouts, hay
rides, kickoff parties, achievements).

•

Lots of dedication to organization.

•

Environment is conducive to learning.

•

Employees love physical work setting.

•

Creative ideas are encouraged by management.

•

Lots of recognition given between employees.

•

Management is approachable and listens to opinions.

•

Good customer responsiveness.

•

Culture actively supports collaboration.

Process, Decision-Making, and Communication
The process, decision-making, and communication metric was measured by
asking the participants the following questions:
"How do you share great ideas here?"
"How do you resolve conflict? Who do you go to?"
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"How are decisions made?"
"How are crises handled?"
"How do you find out what is happening?"
"How does change happen?"
The results from the process-decision making questions are illustrated below.

Phase J
•

Lack of communication between departments.

•

Lack of communication between individuals within departments.

•

Lack of communication between the employees and executive team.

•

Lack of collaboration between departments.

•

Work tends to be done over and over.

•

Mistakes are repeated.

•

A lot of meetings are inefficient due to lack of objectives.

•

Employees feel they have to take on new duties even if the don't align with
their personal vision.

Phase 11
•

Conflicts are typically solved one on one, however, there is a lot of conflict
avoidance.

•

Employees are in the process of documentation process.

•

Sales account executive manual is in the process of revision.

•

Communication technology in place, however, emails are often overlooked.

•

Employees can give input on decisions and changes being made, however,
often time's opinions are not sought out.
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•

Good database in place, however, inefficient (i.e. lots of time spent finding
where documents are located on the database).

•

New ideas are listened to by management, but have to be self-driven into
action.

•

Employees are for the most part open to organizational change.

•

Old methods are sometimes questioned.

•

Administration has open door policy.

Phase III

•

Processes are in place to share great ideas.

•

Ideas are often shared informally.

•

Quality debriefing meetings to discuss breakdown in process.

•

Feedback is taken positively by executive team and employees.

•

New flow chart being implemented into developing process.

•

Employees like the autonomy to make their own decisions with daily tasks.

•

A lot of team brainstorming.

•

Team works efficiently to solve crises with open communication.

Professional Growth

The professional growth metric was measured by asking the participants the
following questions:
"How do people learn or grow in the organization?"
"Who helps you?"
"What opportunities exist for you?"
"If there was something you really wanted learn, how do you go about doing it?"
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"When you do learn, grow, or get better at doing something who notices?"
The results from the professional growth questions are illustrated below.
Phase I
•

Learning and growth is self-driven, not actively promoted by management.

•

Nothing comes out of the yearly reviews.

•

Bonuses are subjective.

•

Goals are not set individually.

Phase II
•

Mentoring programs are in place for some departments, but not for all.

•

Employees attend seminars, but do not always share the knowledge with the
entire organization.

•

Employees are motivated by the pride in their work.

•

Employees need to use personal time to gain new knowledge.

Phase iII
•

Many opportunities exist for growth.

•

On-line classes are available through administaff.

•

Learning tapes and books are available in sales department.

•

Mentoring programs have been brought into developers department and
graphics department.

•

Employees are able to attend external training seminars.

•

Company pays for external training and certification.

•

Employees can observe other departments.

•

Employees can give recognition to co-workers with on the spot rewards.
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•

Employees feel others notice when they obtain a new skill.

•

Monthly learning opportunities through the leveraging excellence program.

•

Quizzes increase collaboration and communication between and within
departments.

•

Employees get the training needed for job.
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Chapter V: Discussion
During the summer of 2005 the researcher served as an intern for XYZ Company
where he was asked to conduct an organizational assessment. The company was
concerned with how the organization was functioning, specifically, the lack of
communication and collaboration between departments. The executive team ofXYZ
Company decided to conduct an organizational assessment to learn the strengths and
areas of needed improvement within the organization. All employees were asked to
participate in the study.
Research has shown that organizational effectiveness theory has been developed,
and redeveloped over and over. However, there is commonality with current research in
what organizational effectiveness is and how to achieve organizational effectiveness.
Limitations

The participation in the study was completely voluntary, thus all participants did
not participate. Thirty-four ofthe 38 employees participated. Being that the researcher
was an intern and new to XYZ Company, the researcher could not conclude that the
participants did offer their true concerns because the employees might not have felt
rapport with the researcher. Also, the employees might have been less inclined to offer
their true feelings and concerns because the interviews were held on-site and were tape
recorded to ensure the researcher would thoroughly summarize all the interviews.
Conclusions

XYZ Company displayed both high and low levels of organizational
effectiveness. XYZ Company has many positive processes in place that do align with
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what previous research has considered organizational effectiveness, however, there are
some areas of needed improvement.
Culture.

According to the research of literature review on organizational effectiveness,
XYZ's culture is very positive because there is a fair amount of interaction between
employees both in the work role and non-work role. The organization celebrates both
work related successes and also non-work related events such as birthdays. These types
of celebration elicit a sense of self-gratitude, importance, and self-worth. This type of
culture enables employees to enjoy their position within the company because it reduces
the amount of stress. Beyond formal celebrations, XYZ Company is unique because it
also allows peers to recognize one another when they feel ajob was well done, or an
individual went out of their way to complete a task or help another employee out.
Employees wear many different hats, thus reducing monotony that sometimes
exists injob categories. New ideas developed by employees are always considered by
management and given thought prior to implementing or shutting down. This type of
behavior tends to drive innovative thinking, which can lead to competitive advantage.
Management is very approachable and willing to be flexible. These results are prevalent
in a phase II and phase III organization.
However, there are some areas for improvement in XYZ's culture that are similar
to a phase I organization. There is a fire drill mentality that does sometimes exist. When
this occurs, some finger pointing exists and mistakes can be looked at as failures instead
of learnings. Phase III organizations look at mistakes or failures as a learning; they
analyze the project and decipher where the project broke down and implement processes
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to ensure the project does not break down the next time. Effective organizations look at
mistakes as positives and do not point fingers; they are a team (Wright, 1997).
Within XYZ Company, there is existence of unrealistic timelines that are
promised to clients. This causes quality to be sacrificed by quantity and also causes some
tension and lack of respect between departments. Lastly, the organization does have a
vision in place, however, not all employees know the vision, and understand their role in
the vision. Effective organizations ensure all employees understand the vision and all
employees understand their role to achieve the vision. Without a vision, or understanding
of the vision, confusion exists (Collins and Porras, 1994; Covey, 1989; Senge, 1990;
Wright, 1997).
XYZ Company does display a fair amount of characteristics that phase III
organizations have instilled in their culture. However, they also display a large number of
characteristics that are prevalent in phase 1 and phase II organizations and therefore are
considered to be in phase I when looking at their culture.

Process, decision-making and communication.
According to the literature review on organizational effectiveness, in process,
decision-making, and communication, XYZ Company displays some characteristics that
are similar to a phase III organization. The organization has many great processes and
procedures in place that would consider them an effective organization. There are
specific meetings designed for employees to share new ideas and department specific
meetings to re-align any department specific processes that need to be tweaked. During
these meetings, new ideas are never looked down on. New ideas are often shared
informally throughout the workday. Employees do have some autonomy, thus are able to
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incorporate some creativity. As shown in the literature review, effective organizations
give their employees some autonomy because it allows the employee to grow both
personally and professionally and a lot of times new ideas, processes, and procedures are
thought of that were never considered prior (Collins and Porras, 1994; Covey, 1989;
Deming, 1990; Senge, 1990; The Edwards Deming Institute; Wright, 1997).
However, this area is where the most work is needed. There are some practices
within XYZ Company that if not altered, could be detrimental to the Company's success.
The company does have a lot of good meetings in place to discuss new ideas, however, a
lot of the meetings are inefficient because they lack objectives. It is very apparent and
well known within the organization that there is lack of communication and collaboration
between departments and individuals within the same departments. There are a lot of
problems that are directly caused by communication breakdowns. The organization has a
great communication in place when looking at the technology aspect, however, because
there is some lack of respect between employees, emails are often overlooked, or not
replied to in a timely manner. The organization has a great database in place to store all
project related documents, however, because there is a lack of communication, there is a
lot of time wasted searching for project specific documents.
Work tends to be done over and over because it is not communicated properly the
first time, or because there was no collaboration between departments when designing the
plan to achieve the desired outcome. This problem becomes more prevalent because there
is a considerable amount of conflict avoidance that exists. Problems in processes don't
get solved because employees chose not to discuss their difference in opinions.
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In the area of process, decision-making, and communication, XYZ Company
would be considered a phase I organization being they display many characteristics that
exist in a non-effective organization; characteristics that have been proven to not move
the organization in a positive, innovative, and growing direction.
Professional growth.
According to the review of literature on effective organizational effectiveness,
XYZ Company displays many practices that effective organizations have in place when
looking at professional growth. Professional growth is XYZ Company's strongest area
and to a large extent, mirrors a phase III organization. All employees have many
opportunities for professional growth. They partner with Administaff, a company that
offers on-line classes, tapes, books, and other seminar type workshops. The organization
implemented a mentoring program into some of the departments to ensure new
employees learn the organization processes and procedures. Employees are also able to
attend external training seminars specific to their role within the company and have the
option to observe other departments within the organization to learn about specific
processes and roles. This allows employees to understand not only the individual unit
they belong to, but also the other units within the organization, thus enabling employees
to understand all of the processes within the organization. This is prevalent in effective
organizations where employees have a complete understanding of what they are trying to
accomplish within their role, what other units within the organization are trying to
accomplish within their specific roles, all of which leads to the understanding of what the
complete organization is trying to accomplish.
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A couple of areas for improvement within the area of professional grow entail
setting goals as a team and individually, and also for management to implement a
program that promotes professional growth. The results from the study concluded goals
were not set individually and also that management did not promote the learning and
growth of its employees; instead it was self-driven. Phase III organizations establish
incentive programs that are based on the goals that were set by the organization as a
whole, and also allow employees to develop goals, which are then tied to incentives.
Phase III organizations also openly promote the growth of their employees because they
know that it is a win-win situation for the organization and the employee (Wright, 1997).
In the area of professional growth, the researcher concludes that XYZ Company is
considered a phase II organization. They have a lot of positive opportunities for
professional growth, however, there are a few characteristics that exist in XYZ Company
that also exist in phase I and phase II organizations.

Conclusion.
XYZ Company does display many positive characteristics that phase III
organizations display and also practice many positive processes and procedures that are
prevalent in effective organizations. XYZ Company's strong suit is their professional
growth followed by their culture and lastly, their process decision-making and
communication. Based on previous research, the researcher categorizes XYZ Company
as a phase I company. There are too many areas for improvement that need to be strongly
reviewed and realigned with the organization's vision and goals.
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Recommendations

The researcher recommends that further research be conducted within XYZ
Company to help move the organization into phase III. XYZ Company should develop
short-term, intermediate and long-term goals and initiatives around the findings of the
study. The goals should be quantifiable so the stakeholders can easily identify areas that
are still in need of improvement and also areas that are improving. It is imperative for the
company to design feedback systems that are non-abrasive and conducive to enabling the
stakeholders to easily identify these areas. Once the goals have been established as an
entire organization around the processes and techniques of the areas that need
improvement, the organization should conduct another study to measure their success.
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Appendix A: Interview Questions
Created by Ken Wright (1997)
Interview matrix
1.
2.
3.
4.

Thank person for consenting to be interviewed.
Ask if the person know why we are here and how the information will be used?
Tell about privacy.
Ask if you can take notes.
What do you look
forward to each day
when you come to
work?

Culture

What are you most
proud of about this
organization?

Give Examples

What does that mean to
you?

How do people know?
Why do you believe that
happens?

What do you believe
this says about this
organization?

If you could change
anything, what would it
be?

Why?
How are things
celebrated around here?
How do you have fun at
work?
What causes stress?
I

Describe a real crisis ...
I

What might this look
like?

Decision making
process/communication

Would you or have you
given up on something?
Why>

How would you feel if
things were handled
differently?

What would you miss if
you didn't work here
any longer?

What would you want to
see continued? Why?

L_

I

What changes would
you like to see happen?

I

Why?

I

How wiIling are you to
strive for how you
would like to see things
be different?
I
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Professional Growth

How do people learn or
grow in the
organization?
Who helps you?
What opportunities exist
for you?
If there was something
you really wanted learn,
how do you go about
doing it?
When you do learn,
grow, or get better at
doing something who
notices?

Is there anything else
that you would like to
tell me?

What are evidences of
people growing here?
Is everyone treated the
same in regards to
learning opportunities?
How important are
learning opportunities to
you? Why?
Why?

What is a metaphor for
this department or your
job? Example: This
bank is an egg carton ...
Explain
How important is it for
people to learn share
their learning in your
organization?
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Appendix B: Organizational Wellness Matrix
Created by Ken Wright (1997)

Change
Levers

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Organizational
Culture

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

disagreements hidden
not a safe place
information flow not open
hidden agendas
power struggles
us vs. them
negative stories are told
a lot of isolation
Iittle innovation
accountability only to

•
•
•

identify loses caused by change
people overreact
emotions include: anger, bargaining,
anxiety, sadness, disorientation, and
depression
chaos
people are "for" or "against" changes
paradigms begin to change
new norms, concepts, and mind sets
are formed by individuals and groups

•
•
•

•
•
•

administration exercises authority
autocratic
no processes other can use to get
better
indecisiveness
people are not sure what is expected
of them
people agree to one thing, but do
something else
people don't ask questions
people are not asked for input
no one rocks the boat - caiuse
problems
conflicts are avoided
there are power groups an political
maneuvering

•

staff begins to demand input and
influence on policy and practices
questions like, "what are we trying to
accomplish? What are we doing?"
emerge
outside or inside pressures begin to
challenge the status quo
people want someone else to step in
and solve the problem

•

ProcessesDecision Making
and
Communication

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

·•
•
•
•

•

Professional
Growth

•
•
•
•
•
•

dangerous to raise issues, have
conflict
toatally directed by others
not able to be used in real world
poor use of resources
see's learners as empty vessels to
be filled
focus adult learning not on students

•
•
•

management and staff develop new
skills and capabilities
old ways of doing things are
questioned
planning of professional development
and how it relates to individual growth
as well as organizational growth
occurs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

tough questions addressed
openness to change
all members are caring, passionate,
trusting
shared core values and covenants
stories shared of best practices and praise
people speak from their heart and all are
heard
truly collaborative atmosphere
sense of comfort and safety
high value for sacrificing the wants of
individuals for the good of the whole

vision/goals/mission/site plan working
together
empowered people, inclusive systems
systems in place wh ich gather everyone's
input
reasons for decisions come from the
group
administration creates conditions for staff
success
people are secure in understanding what
is expected of them
open-ended problem solving
leadership changes and is shared
mutual commitments
people take action
people take risks
rewards reflect volunteerism and
initiative
high value of diversity - many ways to
accomplish the same goal
people form win/win solutions to conflict
touzh ouestions are valued
initiated by staff
needs-based
fits into real world
people's skills honored/used/shared
tremendous use of resources
clear understanding of many ways to
learn
continually constructed better ways
student focused learning
many paths of learning allowed to reach
common goals
staff reflection valued
3-5 year individual growth plan
staff learn together

